ENGINEERING LAB EQUIPMENT

LHP 108

CAD/CAM/CNC
Laboratory Overview

Todays technology requires that the
students understand the full chain
of the machine process via
automatic control applications.
LHP 108 lab course works allow the
students the theoretical and
practical understanding of the
modern CNC machine process,
familiarizes the students to the
integration of CAD/CAM and CNC
systems and trains them the Lathe
and Milling process using the
Unicorn ML102 capabilities.

DIDACTIC PROCESS
LHP 108 covers the complete
training cycle from Computer Aided
Design and Computer Aided
Manufacturing programming to
CNC system architecture, CNC
machine control, tooling and
workpiece production. The Didactic
material for this laboratory provides
a complete training path of
comprehending CAD to CAM to
CNC code design process, using
practical predesigned examples of
machining parts which introduce
the students to the complete chain
of manufacturing.
The documentation supports the
training of the students in using the
design CAD application and create
3D workpiece models and the steps
of the CAM application to transform
their CAD output to a CAM file and
then to CNC/G&M code, until the
end of the manufacturing process,
using the educational CNC
machines for production.
It also teaches the students the
Numeric Control programming,
allows them to simulate their
programs and see the results prior to
processing them to the real CNC

machine and then follow through
the real processing of material.
Students are trained and experiment
on a real process of machining
components, in a step by step
procedure, using consumable work
pieces from different material (wax,
teflon, acrylic, wood, copper and
other soft metals).
The lab offers advanced CAD
capabilities, visualization of a
complete process of material,
simulation of up to 4 axis process
and actual processing capabilities.

UNICORN ML102
Unicorn is an educational CNC
machine and a component of the
LHP 108 laboratory of POLYTECH.
The aim of the Lab is to train students
in CAD/CAM/CNC design and
Automated production line. Using
Unicorn ML102, students can train on
Lathe or Mill process in the same
equipment as a common platform
for both activities. The machine is
the last phase of the training process
in a 3 level course. Is built on an
industrial steel frame and enclosure,
includes all the safety features as
emergency stop, cover protection
glass with magnetic switches which
pause the operation if cover is not
secured, electrical fuses, safety and
operational annotations, CNC
control hardware and application,
CNC machine accessories and
operational tools. It comes with a
complete, step-by-step didactic
process and operational
documentation which links the CAD/
CAM/CNC process in projects in
order for students to train from start
to end in Milling and Lathe process.

LHP 108 Lab includes:
Unicorn ML102
Milling & Lathe Machine

Unicorn ML102CNC
CNC Control Application

Unicorn CAD/CAM
CAD / CAM Application

Trainees in Unicorn ML acquire
knowledge and experience in
the following topics:
 CNC automation principles
 Machine processing
Programming
 Monitoring
 G&M – codes
 Control motion in axis
 G&M Programming
 Turning Process
 Milling Program
 Slot process
 Profile process
 Pocket process
 Drill process
 Arched process
 Grooving process
 Processing in 3 axis
 Milling asymmetric process in
3 Axis and lathe as 4th axis
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UNICORN ML102

Training Milling & Lathe Machine

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
This is an Educational CNC machine
operating in dual mode (Lathe or
Mill).
The system is accompanied by the
ML102CNC control software for
Windows that controls the system
operation via the computer.
Specifications
Motors and Controllers
Unicorn ML102 programmable
control motion is based in 5 Motors:
the X axis ,Y axis, Z axis, A axis
Motors and the Spindle Motor.

A-axis Motor
The Lathe rotary motion, A axis
motion, is performed by the stepper
motor with encoder and has the
following specifications:
 DC Stepper motor, Type NEMA 23
with 1:2 Geared down ration
 Step resolution: 0.045 degrees/step
 Speed: 0-4700 RPM
 Spindle Runout: 0.01-0.04
 Operating voltage: 60VDC
 Torque - Tp: 0.353N.m
 Power: 144 W at 4000 RPM
 Inertia: 0.150 gr/ second
The A axis motor is connected with
a 45 mm three Jaw Self-Centering
Chuck for the holding the working
piece during lathe operation.

XYZ Axis distances and clearances:
 X axis traveling distance 264mm
 Y axis traveling distance 139mm
The A axis motor and its encoder
 Z axis traveling distance 94 mm
are controlled by a control driver
 A axis clearance distance 250 mm with the following characteristics:
 Supply Voltage: 18-80 VDC
Axis Stepper Motors
 Motor Current: 0-20 A
Each of the X,Y and Z axis motors
 Power Dissipation: 1-100 Watt
have the same specifications.
 Temperature: 0-70 °C
 DC Stepper motor, Type NEMA 23
 Input frequency: 0-200 kHz
with 1:2 Geared down ration
 Operating Voltage 3.6V
Brushless Spindle Motor
 Operating Current 2A
The motor is used in the Milling
 Power 28W at 300 RPM
mode of the Unicorn ML102, is the B
 Holding torque 125 oz-in
axis motor in the system and has the
 Temperature tolerance: 80°C
following characteristics.
 Step 200 steps/rev
B axis Spindle Motor
 Step resolution 0.001mm/step
 Type: DC motor, brushless
All above X,Y,Z motors are
 Power: 400W max
connected with stepper motor
 Operating voltage 12-52VDC
digital control drivers which enable
 Maximum working current: 9A
the student to manage the motion
 Speed: 3000(12V) - 12000 rpm
in a 3 coordinated system with the
(48Vdc)
following characteristics:
 Torque-Tp: 500mN/m
 Insulation resistance:> 2,5 M Ohm
 Input voltage: 18-50VDC
 Dielectric strength: 400V
 Input current < 4A
 Diameter: 52mm
 Output current: 1.0A～4.2A

 Power dissipation: 80Watts
 Internal fuse: 6A
 Operational Temperature: -10～
50℃
 Storage temperature: – 50℃ ～70℃
 Humidity: must avoid
condensation

The Brushless Spindle Motor is
controlled by a DC Motor Speed
Controller with the following
specifications:
 DC Voltage input: 10-160VDC
 AC Voltage input: 7-110VAC
 Current max.10A

 Heat sink radiator enclosure
 Fuse protection and power
indicator
 PWM signal input speed control
Power Supply Unit
The power supply of Unicorn ML102
has the following characteristics:
 Type: Switching
 Input Voltage:220V
 Output Power: 400W
 Output Current:7.5A
 Output Voltage:48V
 Output Frequency:47-63Hz
 Wave noise:150mVp-p
 DC Output power: 360Watt
 Efficiency: 82%
 Safety: EN60950
 Operating temp. and humidity:
10°C ～ 60°C, 20%-90%RH
 Store temperature and humidity:
20°C ～ 85°C, 10%-95%RH
The power supply is internal to the
system and is turned on by power
On/Off switch with fuse located on
the side of the cabinet and has the
following features:
 Di-electric strength: 2,000VAC /
min.
 Fuse case: 10A at 250V(Φ5/
L25mm)
 Mounting: Insert type
 Operation at: 230VAC/ 10 to 15A
 Insulation resistance: 100MΩ in
one minute at 500V DC
CNC Universal Controller
Unicorn ML102 build-in controller
hardware enables the student,
while running the CNC control
application, to execute the
programs the controller for basic
and advanced applications in CNC
machines is included in the system.
The CNC controller can complete
the signal conversion from the Gcode to the movement of all
stepper motor drive controls.
The controller board includes a CPU
at 4Mhz and interfacing to the
following Unicorn electrical and
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UNICORN ML102

Training Milling & Lathe Machine

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
electronic hardware:
 to A-axis Spindle servo motor
 to 3 axis stepper motors drivers (X,Y,Z)
 to a 7 limit switch board. Inputs include the proximity
sensors ,with head diameter 10 mm and operating
on 10 to30 VDC
 to front cover door switch
 to the auxiliary controller for servo spindle motor
(Milling B-axis)
 to the Emergency stop button
 to USB interface to PC
Available Port Interfaces
 Synchronous control of 4 step-motors
 26 port Input interface with programmable for any
functional configuration
 16 port Output interface programmable output
interface configurable for any operational
configuration
 2-way relay switch
 Spindle motor interface
 USB interface
 Pulse control for Stepper motor max pulse freq.
output – 400 Khz
All DC to DC interface connection are electrically
isolated with high-speed optocouplers.
Additional operational features
 Connection via USB port (Ethernet port optional)
 Hand held Keyboard for machine control
alternatively to the PC control keyboard or mouse
keys.
 Camera: the system includes a camera installed
inside the machine which enable the instructor to
demonstrate a live process of machining to the
students.
Miscellaneous
 Cabinet structure: metallic, steel, with external
dimensions: 850 x 540 x 620 mm
 Dimensions of the internal machine cabinet: 500 x
350 x 520 mm
 The machine is based metal feet with rubber base
for stable setting on a working bench.
The cabinet has in its front a transparent cover door
with a magnetic limit switch. The door is hinged on the
top so it can be easily lifted when need to work inside
the cabinet.
It includes a low voltage lighting with LEDS which turn
on when the system turns on to light up the internal
cabinet.

It includes an emergency stop ( mushroom button ) for
interrupting operation and power to machine with the
following characteristics:
 Mushroom Button D= 40mm
 Mounting hole: 22mm
 Rated insulation voltage (Ui): 600V
 Free fever current( Ith):10A

It includes 2 air fans which are set in motion for air
cooling of the cabinet, one intake the other on
exhaust of hot air.
Air-fans specifications:
 300 CFM , 48V, 120 x120mm.
Accessory kit
The machine is equipped with an accessory kit for its
proper operation and maintenance, containing the
following items:
 USB CABLE
 POWER CABLE
 ML102CNC CD –APPLICATION
 CLANING BRUSH
 HAND HELD VACUM
 MICRO DRILL ADAPTOR
 (Length 150mm, d=70mm)
 TABLE PILOT DRILL BIT
 REEL CLAMP
 MILLING ESSAY CLAMP
 SLATE PENCILS (1pc)
 ALLEN KEYS (2pcs)
 SPANNER (1pcs)
 CUT TOOLS (2pcs)
 CHUCK KEYS (2pcs)
 DRILL CHUCK ARBOR
 (L12 x W10 x H10cm)
 Drill Chuck Arbor Dimensions:
 L18mm, d=2,5cm
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UNICORN ML102CNC
Software
CNC Control Application

Unicorn is fully controlled by using a PC workstation
and the CNC control application ML102CNC. The
CNC Control application allows the user via a PC to
have a complete control of the Unicorn CNC
machine motion in all 4 axis of motion of the
machine.

 Control Indices (lamps, Leds) in various sizes and
colors for alarms or operational indication status as
ON/OFF, idle etc.

Data Inputs

Digital Read Outs

Using the application, students can program the
CNC machine in many ways via various Interfaces:

The GUI of the application offers by default the
following main Digital Read Out virtual displays
which can be reprogrammed also at any time:
1. Axis DORs position up to 6 Axis (X/Y/Z/A/B/C).
2. Mill feed rate.
3. Lathe turn rate.
4. G-code line run display.
5. Tool path display.

 Keying numeric Machine G-code manually using
the MDI screen of the application.
 Import a CAM file with G code output from their
CAD - CAM work process.
 Import a text file to the application with their G
code program.
 Import of DXF, BMP, JPG, or HPGL files.
The application running on any PC with Windows
8.0 or higher, allows the full operational control of
Unicorn ML102, the instant interaction with it while
monitoring the process instant per instant.

Application Graphics User Interface – GUI
The GUI of the application offers the following
control keys and graphics indices on screen.
 Emergency stop.
 Stop process.
 Axis movement buttons (Jog keys).
 Spindle motor RPM control.
 Mill Feed rate control.
 Control Buttons (reset, pause etc.) which can be
also preprogrammed.

Customization
The application allows the reprogramming for:
 Customize DROs as inputs to a specific layout on
the control panel, add or delete them, while
offering graphics facilities as zoom, scroll page,
reverse, pan, back ground color etc.
 Customize M-Codes and Macros using Vbscript.
 Integration of DOR for Automatic tool recognition
and position sensor.
 Create a new control panel layout keyboard
layout to simulate various types of CNC control
panel/keyboards, including Fanuc and Siemens
CNC machine panel/keyboards.

CNC machine profile
The application in order to be operational allows
the profiling of the CNC machine. The profile data
file in .XML format for Unicorn ML102 is the default
operational profile of the application. For using the
application with other models i.e. MT101 or LT101,
user must choose the appropriate profiles. The
application allows the teachers to make their own
profile in .XML format, to set up and simulate other
CNC machines and use the application as the
controller for those machines.

The application runs on any Personal Computer
with MS Windows 8.0 or higher.
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UNICORN CAD/CAM
Software
CAD/CAM Application

The CAD/CAM Software platform of
LHP 108 offers a didactic platform
which combines project based process and general training in CAD
and CAM training. This platform is
build around the Solidworks application and offers a step per step
project development to the students from the conceptual schematic to full work piece process with
the CNC machine. Students develop a fully detailed part, assembly
and production-level drawings. The
didactic platform offers enhanced
facilities automate designs, perform
stress analysis and determine the
environmental impact of components. The user discovers increased
design productivity with the application.

The CAD application in the project
based training initiates the students
to the basics of the CAD systems with
orientation to the CNC production
process. The application of course
offers all the facilities of a state of the
art CAD application, away from the
didactic CNC process and allows to
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The CAM facility in the project
based training initiates the students
to the basics of the CAM systems
with orientation to the CNC production process, CAM being the intermediate process step in the process
which provides for easiest, fastest,
most efficient CNC Programming
done directly inside the software
and simulates the process prior to
running the CNC program.
It provides seamless single-window
integration and full associatively
with the application's design model,
so the user can program the CNC
directly inside the application and
even watch the tool paths automatically update when the design
model changes.
For educational institutions the CAD
CAM application is offered in site licenses for 10, 30 or 60 users and includes the following modules:
3D CAD software
Simulation (FEA tools)
Flow Simulation (CFD tools)
Motion (kinematics analysis)
Plastics (part and mold filling)
Environmental impact tools

After designing the model with an
understanding of the relevant machining tools, processes, fixtures and
constraints, software is an easy way
for the user to export a G-M code.

Within software user can define:
1)a coordinate systems,
2)controller, details
3)stock geometry
4)target geometry
5)add operations
6)accuracy with Simulations
7)G-M code file
FEATURES of the CAD and CAM application platform provided with
Unicorn ML102:
CAD / CAM integration
The application offers a full integration between CAD and CAM process. All the geometrical specifications for 2 and 3 dimensional models
designed by the CAD system and
carried to the CAM data transformation so when designing a process these attributes all are fully interconnected within the design
CAD model.
The CAM system allows multiple process configurations, in exact detail,
to be used for precise automated
production where each configuration can be a single production or a
phase of the multiphase process.
All changes in the design are recorded and new updated attributes
are given to the process. The user
has the capacity to synchronize the
process automatically to these new
changes in the geometry attributes.
There is a full link between the CAD
model and the CAM resulting data
to protect the user from errors occurring with geometry changes. The
system automatically updates the
CAM process and the old models of
production and the so the complete process is fully updated replacing the previous one automatically.
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UNICORN CAD/CAM
Software
CAD/CAM Application

Automated process from data base and by image
recognition
The CAM application offers an automatic image
recognition and automated processing of CAD
modules for parts with repeatable process having
complex apertures and complex holes. CAD automatically detects all the characteristics from the
part profile, as these are recorded in the system database and generates a tool path for performing
this specific processing. This feature of the system
ensures full control of all chosen processing parameters.
Process simulation and visualization
User can design 2D or 3D module using the CAD
application or can import it automatically to the
process. This function allows the user to effectively
select the workpiece or semis. The CAM application
uses differences between source and target models to calculate the rough machining operations on
three-dimensional model. After the execution of the
next processing step, the data on the workpiece
material are updated automatically. For any step in
the production process, the system provides powerful capabilities for displaying, analyzing and processing the workpiece material. Characteristics of
the workpiece material can be used to perform
multiprocessing in 2.5D, 3D (volumetric milling) and
in 3 +2 geometry.
2.5D Process

CAM models with such features as internal cutouts,
profiles or holes can be interactively included in the
toolpath to ensure efficient production at CNC machines. Full control of toolpath and well-developed
algorithms provide custom made manufacturing
operations which can be recorded, moved, run
one-by-one and duplicated.

Volume milling (3D)
Volume CAM milling can be used for prismatic parts
and for three-dimensional models of complex
shape. In the case of prismatic parts, CAD analyzes
the model and automatically recognizes pockets
and profiles for processing. For templates and prototypes, CAD performs volumetric mechanical processing including strategies of high-speed processing and integrated processing function of the
workpiece material. Regardless of the complexity of
the model, CAD system provides the optimal approach to pre-treatment with an excellent final volumetric processing for the manufacturing of molds
and dies.
Lathe operations and driven tools
The CAM application provides maximum performance and reduces the time needed for programming of the CNC machine to perform the lathe
works, power tools and performing grooves using
advanced technologies. CAM provides support of
multiple tools of different forms, including a special
feature that provides support for the latest processing technologies using the tools of ISCAR «TurnGroove» to perform grooves. CAD provides all the
milling and drilling operations using power tools on
the front side or on the perimeter of the original
model.

